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FUSION
4-03-14
HH) more to come; steady selves; huge changes; status; apply My principles; static; silently
rejoice; in Me; in Me; always be in Me; My life’s Blood; reserved for you; come, come, come;
fuse into Me; One in Me; no higher calling; truly Mine; predisposed; come into My
Understanding; receive; hesitate not; heart of My heart; fully complete in Me; (Several times I
saw the fusion light without realizing what I was seeing. When I did realize I was seeing the
fusion light from within its light rather than as a spectator from without, I saw purple.) It must be;
It must be; sanctified;
4-08-14
HH) Appreciate Me, My Beloved; enter into My fusion; receive My transformation; know what
you are in Me; you can do all things because of Me; be solid in My facts; My facts are
provable truths;
6-04-14
HH) inject; your silence up into Mine; Our silence together fires fusion; double washing made
increase; needed for today; give Me your joy; Our joy, Our silence unstoppable; Us, We,
Our; Power ignited; perpetual; ever increasing; ever expanding;

12-16-14
HP) This My charge; unite; My Bride; Unite; allow My will; share; come together
in spirit and in truth; (white) united in fusion with Me; bring it about; yield; honor
12-25-14
HH) quickly; My brow; search My brow; Lamb of God; sacrificed that you shall
live; P; (I raised my right hand.) sufficient; I accept; together we're more than
dynamite; so much more; enter into complete fusion; cleave to Me;
12-27-14
HH) combust; Our fusion will combust; white; pure; white; My Joy, My Joy upon
you; perfect parallels; consider; My Grace; white; white; My Will for you;
accept; hesitate not;
11-26-15
HH) (My head bent forward and I could feel something on the crown of it.) yes, it is
My hand upon you; infusing new depths; (this must have lasted 2-3 minutes.) People
assume My touch gives immediate results; This often is not so; Some things like
infusion is a process with steps;
12-16-16
Combust, Combust, soon; Combustion into permanent fusion; be ready;
understand, be ready; choose; wisely choose

